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About This Game

Dry Erase is an infinite whiteboard in virtual reality.

Features

 Never run out of writing space: simply grab the surface, scroll over to a blank area, and continue writing! You'll never
reach an edge, because there aren't any.

 Choose from 750+ marker color and thickness combinations.

 Nothing is permanent: either use the built-in eraser to clear an area on the board or use undo and redo to erase recent
strokes.

 Markers provide haptic feedback while drawing and feature adjustable marker smoothing to help you write legibly.

 Import images (JPG/PNG/TIFF/GIF/BMP/ICO) and arrange them on the whiteboard. Use them to create moodboards,
do homework assignments, prepare presentations, or even to do code reviews.

 The perfect study space: import PDF course material, grab a virtual marker, and shut yourself off from all outside
distractions. You can even record your homework sessions to share them with your classmates and the world using the
interactive desktop view and recording software of your choice.
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 Export your drawings as SVG images and view them in the browser when you're not in VR, import them into your
office suite, or share them with your team. Also useful for recording your own signature for embedding in documents or
emails.
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Title: Dry Erase: Infinite VR Whiteboard
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Tom Sanders
Publisher:
Silvr
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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dry erase infinite vr whiteboard

doesnt seem to have any teleporting or movement features built in and it spawns me on the other side of the white board so i
cant actually use it i would love if you could at least basic movement so we can get to a optimal place to write
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